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Marine Industry Software for Any Fleet
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“I couldn’t have managed the
maintenance on that whole fleet
on my own without something like
Vessel Vanguard. It would have been
impossible.”
Cliff McCulloch
Northern Conquest Charters

Challenge: Maintaining Maintenance
Standards
Cliff McCulloch, founder of Queensland,
Australia-based Northern Conquest
Charters, has watched from within as
the marine industry rapidly changed
over the last 14 years. Since its establishment in 2008, Northern Conquest
has been a go-to for Queensland charter needs. “We do an assortment of activities,” Cliff says, “mostly fishing. We
also do science research jobs, jobs for
the military, that kind of thing.” As their
focus evolved over the years, so too did
Northern Conquest’s fleet.
In its current form, Cliff’s fleet consists of
two 50’+ vessels, as well as a few smaller ones. At its largest, the fleet includ-

ed three large vessels and upwards of
five smaller boats. At any size fleet, Cliff
points out, one of the core difficulties
vessel-owners face is maintenance. He
says, “Maintenance is a huge challenge
in marine environments because things
have to be maintained so well.”
When vessel up-time directly correlates
to revenue, a poor maintenance system
quickly becomes a money sink. Cliff
continues, “On the fleet that we had,
without a good maintenance system,
you really have no chance of keeping
your breakdown hours down--so that
you’re not losing money through lost
charters--or keeping a high standard of
reliability. It would really be impossible
without that system.”
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Cliff has tried out many systems over
the years, but always seemed to come
up short. “It was clunky, not user-friendly,” he says of one. Of another, which was
a generalized maintenance system and
triple the cost of the system he ended
up using, Cliff says, “It was no good. We
still struggled to get our maintenance
recorded and done.” Only one system
stuck out to Cliff as worth coming back
to year after year: Vessel Vanguard. He
says, “Vessel Vanguard has always been
very good to use. It is marine maintenance specific, so you’re not trying to
turn a truck maintenance system into
a marine one. It’s built for that industry
and that’s why it’s probably the best.”
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user-interface and improved mobile
functionality, its usability has only increased. Tracking maintenance is easier
than ever.
According to Cliff, Vessel Vanguard is a
holistic product. He says, “I like the inventory part of it. The ability to track
parts, forecast maintenance, forecast
hours, the ease of completing jobs in
the system, doing orders for subcontractors…pretty much everything. It’s
got lots of good features.”

Solution: Turning ‘Impossible’ Into
Reality
Over the years, Cliff got to know Vessel
Vanguard inside and out. “I did my own
implementation,” he says, “and in doing
that I got to know the system very well.
It is very user friendly.” Since the launch
of Vessel Vanguard Pro and a sleek new
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In everyday use, Vessel Vanguard
smooths out hiccups in regular operations. Cliff says, “It prevents headaches
every week! If you put good stuff in, you
get good stuff out.” Of Vessel Vanguard’s
ability to track inventory supplies, Cliff
says, “It’s easy, really easy. It could be
a bottle of tomato sauce, sinkers, fishing reels, water maker filters, or even a
propeller.” Resupplying that way meant
Cliff was on the dock and ready within
an hour with a complete, accurate list
of supplies. Without such an organized
system, Cliff says, completely resupplying might take an entire week.
According to Cliff, tracking parts replacements and contract work also becomes pain-free with Vessel Vanguard.
“I can print out a report on what needs
to be done and give it to a contractor,
he says. “He heads down onto the boat,
does all that needs to be done, ticks it
off, puts it back into the system, then
done.”
Given its wide functionality, Cliff reiter-

ates that the system’s uses are limited
only by its users’ intentions. He says,
“You can’t just have it and not use it.”
One unconventional application, Cliff
points out, is Vessel Vanguard’s usefulness for crew training. Northern Conquest uses the program to keep drills
and training up to date, which keeps
their crew safe and accountable.
Benefits: Common Sense, With Big
Applications
Given how complex marine maintenance can get over time, any vessel’s
maintenance history can be difficult to
track down. Since maintenance history is a vital consideration when buying
or selling a vessel, complete and accurate records can be a massive benefit.
With Vessel Vanguard, accessing those
records can be done in a matter of seconds.
Vessel Vanguard, Cliff says, actually
played a “huge part” in the sale of his
company in 2021. He says, “The buyer
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and his team of mechanics were extremely surprised and very glad to have
the records we had, which were very
complete.”
Cliff’s staunch support of Vessel Vanguard comes not just from its ease of
use and suite of features but from the
reliability it ensures for his fleet. After he
sold Northern Conquest, the company
temporarily pivoted away from Vessel
Vanguard and towards a different, more
expensive maintenance system as part
of their efforts to revamp--against Cliff’s
recommendations. The negative impacts of this switch were seen almost
immediately.

Cliff sees the positive impacts of having a marine maintenance software like
Vessel Vanguard lacking from in the
industry around him. “I see it constantly,” Cliff says, “people having problems
keeping their maintenance up. Even big
ferry companies struggle.” Cliff explains
that he is good friends with the general manager of a nearby ferry company,
and he sees them struggle due to a poor
maintenance system. He continues, “It’s
rubbish. It’s made for trucks. There are
so many more [maintenance] choices
in something like Vessel Vanguard, and
that makes all the difference.”

“We had our head maintenance fitter,”
Cliff says. “He’s been here a long time
and he wasn’t happy when we changed.
In his words, we weren’t keeping on
top of maintenance as good as we always had.” Northern Conquest quickly
switched back to Vessel Vanguard Pro
for their maintenance needs.
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To Cliff, it is simply a matter of common
sense. He says, “Our breakdown hours
and lost revenue times have diminished.” He points out that, as long as
users “stick to it” and ensure that they
complete their maintenance, they will
see the benefits. He proudly concludes
that, with regards to preventably lost
revenue, “In an industry that’s quite
high, we’re quite low.”

About Vessel Vanguard
Vessel Vanguard drives a proactive approach to marine maintenance management, minimizing unnecessary downtime and unplanned
maintenance. Reduce maintenance costs by bundling work, staying current on warranty programs, scheduling preventative maintenance, and having parts ready to go. Vessel Vanguard protects you, your crew, your operation, and the value of your asset, and makes
your vessel safer to operate.
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